Our results presented here generalize those from [4] and [1] (in the oase a = 1). They are also more general than it was announoed by U. Sablik at the 21st Symposium on Functional Equations (of. [3] )* Let X be a linear space over reals. Ve will look for the real-valued solutions of (1) defined on X* Ve have the following obvious lemma. Lemma 1.
If ft X -"-R is a solution of (1), then
Let us prove a very fruitful lemma. L « m m a 2. If fi X-R. is a solution of (1) and k 1 oe (0,1) is such that e + c » 1, then f(x) 4 a for all x t X.
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Proof.
Suppose f(a) » o for a ni. Put * » y » z in (1), Ve derive that <a -c 2 i.e. oe{o,l} which is a contradiction.
Observe that f(X) is a multiplicative semigroup. Henoe in particular f(X) contains all powers of its elements. Thus f(X) cannot contain H/o for an? n e in and a e (0,1) such that k 1 c+ c= 1 which follows from Lemma 2. Corollary 1. Iff: X -»E. is a solution of (1), then f(X) contains no interval of the form (a,1) with a<1. Corollary 2. If Z »R and g< X -R is a solution of (1) having Darboux property, then
where c e(0,1) and
Define functions op^tiR-writing for s e R
It is obvious that cp^ and lf^ both have Darboux property if g has. Proposition. Let X «TR and let gt X -R be a solution of (1) -866 -f(x1tx2)
